
One of the most powerful ways to clarify and create a short, written,
focused “one-liner” written statement that encapsulates your Message
of Mastery.
 
The process is done in 4 steps:
- The Person You Help
- The Problem You Solve
- The Plan You Provide
- The Payoff for Working With You
 
A one liner may be one sentence or more than one, but usually less than
five sentences long.
 
Let’s take a look at each part of the process:
 
1. The Person You Help - By getting very clear on your Ideal Client you can
speak directly to them and their problems.  Let’s say your customer is
soccer moms and you sell a Pilates class. You might say, “We help busy
mothers get a weekly, meaningful workout so they feel healthy and full
of energy.” Or, for example, we used this for The Impact Awakening
book: “People over 40 who want to create a second act and following a
calling to change lives.”
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2. The Problem You Solve - Being able to articulate the problem your
customer faces more clearly than they can is a powerful way to create
trust instantly. It creates the thought in your prospects mind of “Yes!
Finally someone get’s me. And if they understand me that well they can
probably help me solve it.”
 
3. The Plan You Provide - You won’t be able to detail your entire plan in
this one-liner statement, but you can hint and foreshadow it. You can
give your client a glimpse of what could be if they work more with you.
Back to our busy mom example, the plan might be “weekly, meaningful
workouts.”
 
4. The Payoff - This is where you paint a verbal picture of what life will be
like after the client works with you. Whether its through coaching,
training, consulting or speaking/presentations, This is the emotional
payoff that will come with having that problem solved. For our soccer
mom that could be a sense of well-being, vitality and energy that they
lacked before.
 
We used this process to clarify the message behind our business of live
events, mentoring and training people who are following their Impact
Awakening. It became “We help people who have a calling to change
lives create a life of massive impact through speaking, coaching and
consulting.”
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Another simple way to clarify your message is the classic headline
writing formula used in advertising and direct marketing.
 
“How to ____________________ without ___________________.”
 
Simply fill in the blanks. 
 
Here are some examples:
 
- Creating Wealth Without Risk.
 
- I help people have great dental health without the fear and anxiety of
past experiences.
 
- We show people how to have the Impact and Income they want without
losing control of their high quality of life.
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